1. (Expression minimization with K-map) Text book problem 2-12(c), page 85.
2. (Logic realization with Boolean expression) Text book problem 2-13(b), page 85.
4. (4-variable K-map) Text book problem 2-16(c), page 86.
5. (Equation to K-map) Text book problem 2-18(b), page 86.
6. (Essential PI) Text book problem 2-19(b), (c), page 86.
7. (Simplification) Text book problem 2-20 (a), (c).
9. (Simplification with don’t cares) Text book problem 2-25(a), (b).
13. (Multi-level realization with NOR) Text book problem 2-30(a)
17. (Combinational logic analysis) Text book problem 3-1.